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What matters most

to you?



Each day, we face a very long

list of questions that need

answers – some very quickly.

Inefficiently, we deliberate over

things using a

wide range of tactics and

thought processes; should I go

out with my friends,

or visit my grandma? Should I

eat this cake, even though I said

I wasn’t going

to? 

Justifications, procrastination,

and psychological turmoil

can ensue. But making decisions

shouldn’t be this difficult, it can

more

efficient when there are guiding

principles that determine the

type of

approach to take, or simply the

priority. Imagine if your

computer took that

long to decide on your

commands? 

 

So, how do we improve the

efficiency (and emotional

experience) of making

decisions?

Not to downplay them, or

remove our intuitiveness

altogether, but to enjoy the

process and feel confident in

how we make

those decisions each day.

 

Firstly, you need to decide what

your core values are. There

are many ways to describe it,

but they all point to the same

outcome:

-What’s most important to you

-How you’d like to live your life

 

Below, I’ve listed a few things

you can do to begin the

process of establishing your

values. I still meet people all the

time who have never put in the

time to figure

theirs out, or the commitment to

stick to them. 

START HERE

defining your values 

means defining yourself. 

WHO

YOU

ARE



Step 1 

Decide what ‘words’ are going

to define your values for you.

 

 

Remember that these words

should hold a deeper meaning,

but

you’re not tied to them forever.

Values can, and often do,

change throughout

life as your focus shifts and

challenges arise that are new to

your psyche. 

 

There are many lists available

online for you to choose

from. However, I’d suggest trying

to come up with your own in the

first

instance. Only look to

suggestions if you get really

stuck.  I would challenge

you to think very carefully about

what you choose, and where

possible, be

specific. 

Yep, 8 big ones! However, it’s

worth pointing out that I can

recall the first 4 very easily. The

others, I have to glance over at

my list to

remember them. That’s because

generally, I can resolve any

decisions using the

first few. Hence, it’s entirely up

to you how many you create but

3 or 4 is

usually powerful enough to

define your mode of existence.

BRAINSTORMSTEP 1 

After all, you’ll be living these

values every single

day. They act as a goal post for

your conscious self, and

something to aspire

to. When implemented the right

way, they can literally change

your daily behaviour.

I personally believe that’s very

powerful!

 

To help you get started, I’m

sharing my values with you here

too. As mentioned before, these

were chosen based on my life –

right at the

very moment.

 

Bec’s core values, in order:

Love

Passion

Health

Knowledge

Freedom

Success

Honesty

Contribution

 

 



Step 2

The single biggest mistake

people make with values, is

writing them down and never

defining them or using them. 

 

I beg you, please define what

these values mean to you. That

involves going through each one,

and attributing meaning in a

way that you will

understand and remember very

easily. 

Again, here’s an example of

some of mine, to show you how

it

might look. 

 

Love means always choosing

what’s good for the soul. It

includes being compassionate,

warm, and loving to those close

to me. It’s

choosing to love over anything

else, no matter the

circumstances. 

 

Here’s an example: 

I can continue in my marketing

career and earn a very

healthy salary for the next 10-20

years. Or, I can move into the

field of

neuroscience where there is

little chance of getting the same

money, but I get

to be part of projects I’m

passionate about and develop a

profound knowledge of

the brain. 

 

Which should I choose? (so

obvious!) Of course, I want to be

successful, but I admire those

who are knowledgeable and

passionate first. It’s

how I want to be remembered.

For others, the order of this may

be entirely

different – and that’s totally

okay. The only thing that matters

is that

it resonates for you and works

for you. 

 

DEFINESTEP 2 

Also notice how I have passion

and knowledge higher up than

success? This is also something

to consider. Whilst all of the

values on

the list are important, you also

need to have an idea of the

order. Sounds

meticulous, but it pays off.



Step 3

Refine them if you need to. 

 

You might be feeling super

enthused, and so you’ve got a

list of 20 things that you

consider important. That’s not a

bad thing. 

 

But you’d ideally group some of

them, particularly if they

have a similar vibe or meaning.

It’s going to be easier in the

long run (don’t

forget that fast paced decision

making we mentioned earlier), if

you can recall

your values and infer meaning

relatively easily. 

 

For example, contribution, giving

and community might be on

my original list, but I chose

contribution to represent all of

them.

REFINESTEP 3



Step 4 

For the next week or so, practice

thinking about these

values each time you make a

decision. It will take some extra

effort to

remember, maybe wear

something on your wrist you

wouldn’t normally wear as a

symbol of the exercise. 

Pay attention to the amount of

decisions you make, the types

of decisions, and the way you

came to a conclusion. You’re

just observing at

the moment, to see how it all

works. 

Then, when you feel like you

could ‘report’ on your

decision-making style, you could

give it a go actually

implementing the values.

Something pops up, you need to

move forward, use your top

values to help you

decide.

 

PRESS PLAY STEP 4

Example: 

You really want to finish that

amazing online course

you’ve been doing, but you also

told yourself you’d get some

exercise today.

Which one do you do? When you

look at your values list, you put

health as

number 2, and success at

number 5. Looks like you’re

taking a break and getting

some exercise then!

 

I know what you’re probably

thinking, surely, it’s not that

easy. Well this is where

neuroscience comes into the

game, and one of the main

reasons I was so passionate

about starting this blog. I

started to understand

how our brain’s mechanisms are

actually supposed to help us out

of this dilemma.

Our desire to always be

comfortable, content and cosy is

the exact reason we struggle

with choice. 

 

We seek out a comfort zone like

it’s life or death. 

You’ll learn more about how to

break this evolutionary trait

in my next few steps. For now,

just focus on getting your values

in place and working

them into your routine. 

 

K This is

not a short-term challenge, or a

quick fix. This is a lifestyle. I

cannot

stress this enough. 

 

But if you stick to the plan, and

re-visit the ethos every

now and then, I hope you will

find great success, as I did. 

 

B x


